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Some basic requirements 

• You must not have a permanent position 

• PhD students may apply. Award needed before starting RAEng
fellowship

• PhD award no more than four years prior to submission

• Check https://www.raeng.org.uk/grants-and-prizes/support-for-
research/raeng-research-fellowship for more details 
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Case for support 

• Goals and objectives

• Methodology

• Reference list 

• Risks

• Timeliness and novelty 

• Beneficiaries and impact 

• Exploitation

• Choice of host institution 

• Mentor 

• Dissemination and public 
engagement 

• Gantt chart  

• Project management 

• Ambitions and future plans

1st Stage 2nd Stage 



Example of collaboration letter



Interview 

Now 5 minutes, check the website



My four slides 

• Title slide with my name and host institution. 

• Aims and objectives.  

• Research impact. Who cares, who can benefit, how it contributes to the 
betterment of society. Why you, why this, why now (see Mark Ainslie’s 
presentation).

• Career plans. 

• Keep it simple but not trivial. It is a lot about balance.  

• Stick to the time you are given.  



My experience with the application process

• Proposal. The ideas should be clear and well defined. 

• Proposal. Some boldness is necessary (the dept. review helps make 
the proposal punchier) but avoid over-statements.  

• Mock interview. I heard it is extremely useful.

• Preparation. Be prepared but do not over-prepare. Seeking advice is 
good, but too much advice may not be beneficial. 

• Balance. 



What possibly made my application go through

Honestly, I don’t know the exact reasons, but here’s my two cents:

• Non-confidential letter of support from the HoD. (No confidential reference 
letters for the application are required.)

• Track record. 

• The proposal. Thought-through. Balance between broad picture/impact and 
details. Ambitious but realistic. Inspired by my PhD but not incremental.  

• The budget. Motivated and justified. 

• Collaboration letters.

• The interview. Addressed all the questions straight to the point.   

• Passion. 



Managing my project 

• A few projects in parallel.

• Flexible fellowship 

o Some research questions have been addressed more quickly than anticipated

o New research questions in the same field have arisen

o Freedom.  

• Collaboration-based networking.



From the RAEng website



From the RAEng website


